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Jersey jack pinball for sale

Bring the concert home! Available now for pre-order: Guns N' Roses™ Standard and Limited Editions! Homebosslogin2020-12-01T04:07:41+00:00 Rock on with Jersey Jack Pinball's newest Guns N' Roses™ game. Packed with exclusive features, this unique series is a must-have for any Guns N' Roses™ fan. Jersey
Jack Pinball's latest game, Willy Wonka, is full of all lights and color, vibrant hand-drawn artworks, and innovative game that only Jersey Jack can develop, this game will captivate you. Pat Lawlor's original concept and history making game. The first pinball machine with Bluetooth® connectivity, a camera, the ability to
unlock additional capabilities via a smartphone. Destined to become a classic, The Hobbit Limited Edition is based on the critically acclaimed fantasy film trilogy and quickly became a favorite among seasoned players, collectors and newcomers. This fast-playing, challenging and packed game captures memorable
scenes and elements from all the top five movies in the series and includes 3.25 sextillion game variations, so you'll never play the same game twice. The Wizard of Oz 75th Anniversary Pinball machine is another classic from Jersey Jack. It comes with a groundbreaking LCD monitor to surprise players with visual
scenes, animations, videos and player scores. Pirates of the Caribbean – Standard (2018) Read More The Hobbit Pinball – Standard Edition Read More The Wizard of Oz Pinball Standard Model Read More Willy Wonka &amp; The Chocolate Factory [Standard] Read More Wizard of Oz [Yellow Brick Road Edition
Limited] Read more Easy to play and hard to master, our games feature a variety of industry firsts, including LCD screens, LED lights, rich audio and other innovations designed to provide an improved experience. View More Home / Jersey Jack Pinball $8,000,00Ad to cart$9,000,00Ad to cart$11,500,000,00Ad to
cart$11,500,000 to cart$$11,500,000 7,500,00Ad to cart$11,500,00Ad to cart$7,500,000 Ad to cartAdd to cart$11,00Ad to cart$11,00Ad to cart$7,500,000 2,500,00Ad to cart$6,750,00Ad to cart$9,500,00Ad to cart$12,500,00Ad to cart Jersey Jack Pinball MachinesGreat American Pinball is exstatic to announce our new
partnership with Jersey Pinball! Jersey Jack Pinball is proud of a few things. Experience – Although relatively new, Jersey Jack comes on stage with over 36 years in the pinball business. Starting with maintaining electromechanical pinball machines, Jack later developed entertainment centers, started designing games,
and then pioneered online sales. Jersey Jack offers what he believes to be the best games in the industry. Maybe he's a little biased, but there's doubt that his machines are turning heads. Craftsmanship - Jersey Jack prides itself on creating games that are real works of art. Only one game shows you the level of detail
and care that goes into making these pinball machines. Innovation - Jersey Jack builds machines that respect tradition but also look to the future. They were one of the first to new technology such as LCD screens, LED lighting, rich audio and truly interactive technology to appeal to hardcore pinball machines while also
attracting new players. People – Most people on Jersey Jack's staff have been in the pinball machine for most of their lives. Jack also cleans up some of the biggest names in the industry, including legends like Pat Lawlor, John Youssi, Ted Estes and Keith Johnson. It's no wonder Great American Pinball decided to
partner with Jersey Jack. From their Wizard of Oz pinball machine to their The Hobbit, it's easy to see that they're a crowd-pleaser. Great American Pinball takes the latest pinball machines off the line. Check out our stock of Jersey Jack pinball machines today! Jersey Jack Pinball Machines Here's a list of Jersey Jack's
current selection of great pinball machines. The Wizard of Oz The Hobbit Dialed In! Pirates of the Caribbean Willy Wonka These pinball machines show that Jersey Jack is not afraid to push boundaries and innovate. They constantly try to make the best games of the best quality. If you haven't had the chance to try a
Jersey Jack pinball machine, you really deserve to give it a shot! - Thenew Dialed In Collector's Edition Pinball Machine, a Pat Lawlor's original concept and history making game is the first pinball machine with Bluetooth connectivity, a camera and the ability to unlock additional capabilities via a smartphone ! The
Collector's Edition features Quantum Haze Body Armor, Special Attract Mode Animations, a Collectors Plaque signed by Pat Lawlor, John Youssi, Jersey Jack and more! This page updated 10/05/20 – Our inventory is always changing You check our used/restored games here Why buy from us? We let our customers tell
you why. Sometimes we need to update this link, so if there is no workie, just GOOGLE US and check our reviews! ALL 5 STARS! This is the most important paragraph you read on this or other arcade game/pinball website: WE OFFER A 3RD PARTY INSURANCE POLICY, PALLET UP-SIZE OPTION &amp; WE ONLY
SHIP ON TOP RATED CARRIERS! Why is this important? Well, because arcade games go on LTL (Less Than Truckload) semi-truck freight carriers when traveling long distances. They can't go on a UPS or FED EX truck. (Well they can, but that's also LTL just another division than your local driver in the small trucks)
So what all this means is when freight ltl is going to be in a cargo class category. This category is covered on the basis of the raw material. Most of each freight carrier covers only $1,500.00 on coin-operated pinball machines and arcade games. NEW OR USED no matter what you pay for it! This includes the specialized
White Glove carriers. Our third-party policy only adds $40 to your quote. We have used this policy several times it's a much smoother process than trying to deal with the carrier. Although damage is rare, it happens! When it happens, we deal with every aspect of this process and we the excess for you! The second part of
this equation is the pallet size. Pinball manufacturers use a 31X31 pallet so they can get 3 wide in semi-trucks and/or containers abroad. This means that the size of the pallet is the same size as the box. Why does this matter? Well, this means that the various other freight trips with your game can hit your game because
the pallet and the games box are the same size. Transferring the game to a standard 40X48 pallet creates more space around your game to minimize the risk of other freight or forklift drivers. The other thing that greatly increases it is the inability for the cargo to tilt. A pinball machine on a 40X48 pallet is much more
planted and creates a larger footprint. A 31X31 can tilt quite easily if the truck hits a curb and it is not attached to the trailer wall. Once that game is loaded onto the trailer on our dock it is mandatory that we belt the driver that game in. Is that how it goes from truck to truck? We hope so, but honestly as soon as it leaves
our dock, it's no longer under our control. We have no idea when it goes from terminal to terminal and truck to truck. One thing is for sure, however, if it's not strapped in and it's on a 40X48 pallet it's much harder to tilt! This pallet upsizing service changes the freight cost because it puts it in the next category of the cargo
class because of the larger footprint. This service including the 40X48 pallet is $45. The last piece as vital info you need to know about is the actual carrier. There are some great carriers and not so big carriers out there. We've been using them for the last 25 years. The not so great, yes there cheap, but they have very
high claims for damaged freight. Years ago, as a company, we made the decision to stay away from them. They are just not worth the savings. It's minimally retrospective of what these games can cost, not to mention replacing a pristine fully restored original game or even a brand new game that is no longer in
production! We only use an above-average carrier to transport your game. The old saying you get what you pay for can't be stressed enough in LTL shipping! For the cost of this high-end equipment, don't skimp on shipping! Believe us on this, we have learned the hard way! Some of these carriers are paid for by the slip.
You stamp, write and shout DO NOT STACK over freight and paperwork, but guess what they will do? Pile on top to get more pallets on the truck. We let it happen. Finally, EACH GAME gets a tip and tell it to the shipment. This assures you and us that the cargo has remained upright during the transport and has not
fallen over. This is also a signal for carriers to handle these indicators with care when they see these indicators on the freight. Once they see a tip and tell them they tend to understand that they are being monitored and that the cargo is in fact vulnerable! All this, together with the service of scaling up the To minimize the
risk of damage, it is highly recommended if your shipping of your game is at significant distance. You are looking for an investment of $85 to protect your thousands of dollars in product that you just bought. If your game qualifies for free shipping your only cost would be the $85 for these two services. We'll cover your
actual freight bill if that promotion is valid for your game. LIMITED TIME PROMO: FREE SHIPPING (CURBSIDE WITH LIFTGATE) TO THE LOWER 48 USA ON ALL NEW STERN GAMES IN PRODUCTION (EXCLUDING SOME LE MODELS AND FROM PRODUCTION GAMES) WE SHIP EVERYWHERE! FILL OUT
THIS FORM FOR A QUOTE! We accept personal checks, transfers and all major credit cards. Please contact us for more information. We have different promotions at different times of the year, so contact us about the game you're interested in and we can talk to you about specific pricing and promotions on that game.
ARE YOU CONFUSED WITH ALL THE DIFFERENT MODELS AND PRICES OUT THERE? CALL US, WE EXPLAIN IT IN SIMPLE TERMS THAT YOU UNDERSTAND! 630-792-8910, DEMAND FOR KURT WE DISTRIBUTE MANY OTHER BRANDS OF COIN OPERATED EQUIPMENT. IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
SOMETHING COIN OPERATED, ASK US! CHANCES ARE WE CAN GET IT AND WE WILL BEAT THE BIG BOYS WITH THE FANCY EXPENSIVE (EXPENSIVE) WEBSITES. Guaranteed!!! Guaranteed!!!
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